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The Affiliate Funnel 
------------------ 

Overview: 
------------------ 

Welcome to Pre.Vue… in this short PDF I’ll share a little trick I use personally to make commission 

and build lists in any market or niche I chose. And it’s something you can do too, yes it really is easy 

stuff. 

 

Let me summarise the whole method for you here real quick… 

 

Your potential customer see’s your advert, video, post relating to ‘XYZ Product’ (made up name) and 

they click the link (because you’re giving them something for nothing). 

 

Hint: Use TEAZER to send free targeted traffic to your landing page. 

 

Next they see a HQ landing page with a video, text or both along with a button (with ‘Free Access’ or 

similar on it). 

They watch the very short video or read a paragraph which tells them not to ‘XYZ Product’ but 

instead download the complete preview publication free (or words to that effect)  

 

THE BUTTON 

The button is a 2 step opt-in… I.e. when they click the button they will be asked ‘where would you 

like us to send your publication’… they will need to enter a valid email address and name or just an 

email address. 

 

Hint: the phrase ‘where would you like us to send your publication’ breaks down barriers and gets you through 

to their proprietary email account (the one they use and check). 

 

https://warriorplus.com/o2/a/hr6v7/0/prevue
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Now you have them on your list… 

Which means you can follow up with an email sequence designed to sell the product you are 

promoting if they do not buy directly from your free publication. 

Straight after they opt-in (I.E. give you their email address) they will receive a welcome/deliver email 

(set up in your autoresponder account)… this email includes a link to download the product. 

 

 

The Free Publication 

The Pre.Vue method 
 

This system has a connection to a product I launched a few years ago called Hookum. Like Hookum 

both are designed to sell from within a PDF and it works very well because of something called 

‘Micro Commitment’ essentially this is ‘vested interest’ or ‘qualifying’… I.E. 

1. They took the trouble to add their details in order to receive the publication (Micro 

Commitment 1). 

2. They opened your welcome email and clicked the link (Micro Commitment 2). 

3. They open the PDF and read it (Micro Commitment 3). 

Providing the content inside the PDF does its job (more on that in a moment) many people will click 

the link or one of them (which you included in the PDF) and buy through you. 

 

But not all will… 

That is where your autoresponder comes into play… daily emails sent out with helpful niche specific 

/targeted content all with a link back to the product you are promoting. 

 

 

Steps 

Step 1… 
The free publication 

 

The Pre.Vue method 
The Pre.Vue method is pretty much what it sounds like… so instead of asking people to buy 

something blind you offer them a preview of the actual product… this works for both digital info / 

training products as well as software.  
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Start With The Product 
First off you will need access to the product you intend promoting. Some vendors will actually give 

you review access to use in order to sell their product. But in most cases, unless you’re an 

established affiliate with good sales statistics chances are you won’t get access (without paying for 

it). 

 

The solution? It’s simple, the solution is purchase the main product. 

Purchasing the product may seem extreme, but if you start off only promoting products you are very 

interested yourself, then buying to use and promote makes sense. 

 

The trick with a preview method is to give something of value away while holding back the vital 

details… take a look at this. 

 

 

Niche related… Example 
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This is taken from one of my case studies currently being used on another project… all I have done is 

removed the crucial part of each chapter and ended it with a text link:  

 

>> End of chapter preview – Click Here to access complete publication << 

 

You can access this actual PDF to check it yourself – Click Here 

 

This is a perfect carrot and stick approach (if the product in question is actually pretty good of 

course). And of course the example detailed above is used to sell a digital info product. 

Use this approach for written training / info products. 

 

How? 

Tip: When you buy a product ready to follow this process, the product will nearly always be a PDF. 

In many cases the copy feature will be disabled… so you can’t copy and paste. Plus, even if you can 

copy and paste…. Getting the right layout and format in your own document will bore you to tears. 

What I suggest you do is take screen captures of each chapter/page you want to include and fade 

out like the image shows (above)… to do this I use a software called Snagit (but there are many tools 

which will enable you to do the same)… GIMP is FREE 

 

Then it is simply a case of adding the images to a document (I use MS Word, but Open office is a free 

alternative), add your ‘end of chapter links’ throughout save and then export to PDF… that’s it. 

 

Selling Software with The PreVue method 
I always think examples are better than explanations, so here is a good example of a preview style 

PDF is have used over and over to sell my own product called VSource. 

 

https://s3.amazonaws.com/A-Gift/Downloads/Diabetes/Diabetes-Breakthrough-Preview-Free.pdf
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Click Here to View Full PDF 

 

How do you pre-sell software inside a PDF? Well if you have read through the TubeHack PDF you will 

see that I have roughly detailed how to do what the software does manually. Most software is 

basically automation of something you can do manually. 

 

So I explain how to do something manually and then I say… You can do this manually in a couple of 

hours, or you can do it all in a couple of minutes with this software I found (followed by my link). 

E.G. 

https://s3.amazonaws.com/Mark_Bishop/TubeHack.pdf
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Why does this work? 
 

People do not like to be sold to… 

 

It’s why most people get affiliate marketing wrong?... basically they don’t see the bigger picture and 

simply pop an affiliate link in an advert or similar which goes directly to the vendors sales page, and 

basically hope for sales. 
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Doing this is bad practice and a huge mistake which will result in disappointment or at best fewer 

sales…  

 

Number 7 
Did you know the accepted average amount of times a potential buyer needs to see an advert (or 

similar) for a product is 7… they need to see it 7 times before they take the plunge.  

Sending potential customers directly to a sales page will not work, yes you will make some sales but 

not enough… plus you are wasting huge potential. 

 

But with the preview method you are not asking them to buy anything… far from it. 

You are giving them an instant insight / look inside the actual product, while holding the crucial 

aspects back… Or you are giving them massive value by explaining a complete method they can use 

for themselves.  

Plus of course they need to click your link to access the whole thing (Info product) or click the link to 

get the software that speeds up the whole process (software).  

 

Step 1. 
Find a product you want to promote…  

 

 

Step 2. 
Make sure there is a market for the product… I.e people are buying it. Check: Warrior Plus, JVzoo 

and ClickBank. 

ClickBank is the best place to find Evergreen Niche related Products. 

 

 

 

 

Does it sell? 
There are many ways in which you can check to see if a product is selling. But here is a quick check 

you can run for yourself (for Niche / ClickBank products)…  

 

Go to Bing search engine… and enter the name of the product & the name of the product + review… 

if there are more than 2 paid adverts for the product then you have a good indication that people 

are buying (if you have tome make a note of the adverts / or screen shot) & then check the same 
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search 1 week later to see if the advertisers are still advertising… after all marketers will not continue 

to pay for clicks if they are not making a profit. 

 

 

 

As you can see in the image above there are 9 paid ads for ‘Lean Belly Breakthrough’… look out for 

Ad… this denotes paid listings / Adverts.  

 

I’d recommend you take a screen shot of 2-3 different products right now… add them to a folder with the date… and then 

do the same (same products and search in a weeks’ time)…  

 

 

 

 

Remember… if marketers are spending money on ads there is a very good chance they are making money! 
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Step 3 
So you have found a product… does it have a free giveaway? Check their affiliate page. Occasionally 

you will find a product which does have a giveaway you can simply add your link to and use, 

however more often you will find that they don’t. 

In this case… You could ask the vendor for a review copy. If that doesn’t work simply buy the product 

and turn it into your own preview product with your affiliate links inside. 

 

Like this example: 

You can access this actual PDF to check it yourself – Click Here 

Or this PDF example if you are selling software – Click Here 

 

 

Step 4 

Your Landing Page 
When it comes to landing pages… quality speaks volumes… I use OptimizePress2 to build mine… but 

any good Page builder will do the job. 

Example – Landing Page built with OP2 

 

https://s3.amazonaws.com/A-Gift/Downloads/Diabetes/Diabetes-Breakthrough-Preview-Free.pdf
https://s3.amazonaws.com/Mark_Bishop/TubeHack.pdf
https://zf137.isrefer.com/go/op2/bish67/
https://zf137.isrefer.com/go/op2/bish67/
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Step 2 – 2 Step Optin (also using OP2) 

https://zf137.isrefer.com/go/op2/bish67/
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Notice I have used the headline - Where would you like us to send your Diabetes Breakthrough 

preview access? 

 

Step 5 
Your Autoresponder… set up your Autoresponder to deliver the welcome email instantly with a link 

to download / access your free publication (i.e. the product Preview) 
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Step 6 
In an ideal world everyone who downloads your PDF would buy… but that isn’t going to happen, so 

make sure you put together an autoresponder series to go out daily (containing your affiliate link of 

course). 

 

 

Statistics show that a potential customer will need to see an advert or message 7 times before they 

make a decision to purchase… Hence the reason for an Autoresponder follow-up sequence. 

 

And that’s it… simple stuff, but it works. It works because you are not actually selling anything at 

point #1. Instead you are giving them the opportunity to download a preview and inspect the 

product before they buy. 

 

Try it… it works ;) 

 

Regards 

Mark 

 

P.S. If you need traffic TEAZER gets you on Google Page #1 in Minutes (No experience or cost 

involved) Use TEAZER to send free targeted traffic to your landing page. 

 

https://warriorplus.com/o2/a/hr6v7/0/prevue

